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COMPUTATION ANALYSIS WITH 

CURVED SHAPES 
 

Abstract: Shape computations are a formal 

representation that specify particular aspects of the 

design process with reference to form. They are 

defined according to shape grammars, where 

manipulations of pictorial representations of designs 

are formalised by shapes and rules applied to those 

shapes. They have frequently been applied in 
architecture in order to formalise the stylistic 

properties of a given corpus of designs, and also to 

generate new designs within those styles. However, 

applications in more general design fields have been 

limited. This is largely due to the initial definitions of 

the shape grammar formalism which are restricted to 

rectilinear shapes composed of lines, planes or solids. 

In architecture such shapes are common but in many 

design fields, for example industrial design, shapes of 

a more freeform nature are prevalent. Shape 

computations utilise rules in order to manipulate 

subshapes of a design within formal algebras. These 
algebras are specified according to embedding 

properties and have previously been defined for 

rectilinear shapes. Implementation of the algorithms 

enables the application of shape grammars to shapes 

of a more freeform nature than was previously 

possible. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  
 

The development of computers and 

the computer sciences has had a 

considerable impact on design research. 

The early notion of computers as thinking 

machines that can reproduce the cognitive 

activities of mankind led to the belief that 

the process of design, as a cognitive act of 

problem solving, can also be reproduced 

and automated by computers. Indeed, 

according to [1, 2], the very fact that there 
is a discussion of design theory almost 

implies that a high degree of automation is 

possible in design. Early developments in 

areas such as artificial intelligence 

produced some promising results in terms 

of cognitive modelling but forty years on 

the dream of automated design remains a 
distant goal. However, research in 

computational design has continued and 

has had a positive impact on the modern 

design process, both in terms of 

computational models that have made the 

process more intelligible and in terms of 

computational tools, such as draughting 

systems, that have become an integral part 

of the process. 

An important goal in image analysis is 

to classify and recognize objects of interest 

in given images. Imaged objects can be 
characterized in several ways, using their 
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colors, textures, shapes, movements, and 

locations. The past decade has seen large 

efforts in modeling and analysis of pixel 

statistics in images to attain these goals 

with limited success. An emerging opinion 

is that global features such as shapes be 

taken into account. Characterization of 
complex objects using their global shapes 

is fast becoming a major tool in computer 

vision and image understanding. Analysis 

of shapes, especially those of complex 

objects, is a challenging task and requires 

sophisticated mathematical tools. 

Applications of shape analysis include 

biomedical image analysis, morphometry, 

database retrieval, surveillance, biometrics, 

military target recognition and general 

computer vision. In order to perform 

statistical shape analysis, one needs a 
shape space and probability models that 

can be used for future inferences. Shapes 

have been an important topic of research 

over the past decade. A significant part has 

been restricted to llandmark-based 

analysis, where shapes are represented by 

a coarse, discrete sampling of the object 

contours [1, 2, 3]. One establishes 

equivalences with respect to shape 

preserving transformations, i.e. rigid 

rotation and translation, and non-rigid 
uniform scaling, and then compares shapes 

in the resulting quotient spaces. This 

approach is limited in that automatic 

detection of landmarks is not 

straightforward and the ensuing shape 

analysis depends heavily on the choice of 

landmarks. In addition, shape interpolation 

with geodesics in this framework lacks a 

physical interpretation, as exemplified 

later. Despite these limitations, landmark-

based representations have been successful 
in many applications, especially in 

physician-assisted medical image analysis, 

where landmarks are readily available, and 

have led to advanced tools for statistical 

analysis of shapes [3,4,5]. A similar 

approach, called active shape models, uses 

principal component analysis (PCA) (of 

coordinates) of landmarks to model shape 

variability [6]. Despite its simplicity and 

efficiency, its scope is rather limited 

because it ignores the nonlinear geometry 

of shape space. A major limitation here is 

the high computational cost. 

Although level set methods have 

recently been applied to shape analysis, an 
intrinsic formulation of shape analysis 

using level sets, that is invariant to all 

shape-preserving transformations, is yet to 

be presented. A large number of studies on 

shape metrics have been published with a 

more limited goal of fast shape retrieval 

from large databases. One example is the 

use of scale space representations of 

shapes, as described in [7]. The shape of 

an object is represented by a set of n 

points, which may be in any dimension. 

Commonly the points are in two or three 
dimensions. Shape is usually defined as 

that quality of a configuration of points 

which is invariant under some 

transformation. In two or three dimensions 

we usually consider the Similarity 

transformation (translation, rotation and 

scaling). The shape of an object is not 

changed when it is moved, rotated or 

scaled. Recent advances in the statistics of 

shape allow formal statistical techniques to 

be applied to sets of shapes, making 
possible analysis of shape differences and 

changes [8]. For instance 3D Shapes can 

either be composed of points in 3D space, 

or could be points in 2D with a time 

dimension (for instance in an image 

sequence); 2D Shapes can either be 

composed of points in 2D space, or one 

space and one time dimension; 1D Shapes 

can either be composed of points along a 

line, or, as is intensity values sampled at 

particular positions in an image. 

 

 

2. NEED FOR SHAPE 

SEARCHING IN ENGINEERING  
 

As design personnel within companies 

retire, newer and often untrained personnel 
with little or no knowledge of companies 
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previous design methods are being hired. 

Previous search methods employing 

keywords have had limited success rates 

since design personnel are unaware of 

previous contexts, projects, and part or 

people‟s names. As organizations become 

more and more geographically distributed, 
better information systems will be required 

to locate and reuse corporate knowledge. 

A survey reported that designers spend 

about 60% of their time searching for the 

right information [9]. In [10] estimates that 

„only 20% of the parts initially thought to 

require new designs actually need them; 

40% could be built from an existing design 

and 40% could be created by modifying an 

existing design. In [11] estimates that more 

than 75% of design activity comprises 

reuse of previous design knowledge to 
address a new design problem. However, 

physical inventories such as tooling are 

often not located or not reused, resulting in 

significant losses. Design and associated 

knowledge reuse is the key to reducing 

new product development time. 

Engineering design and manufacturing 

have progressed extensively from 2D to 

3D in the last decade. Advances in 3D 

graphics hardware have contributed to the 

widespread use of 3D models. The use of 
3D models is especially high in net-shape 

manufacturing processes such as injection 

molding and casting, where it is critical to 

visualize and understand the part 

accurately before building expensive 

tooling. Approximately 66% of CAD 

modeling in the mold making industry was 

being done in 3D in 2001. This was 

expected to increase to 80% in 2003 [12]. 

As a result, the shapes of products and 

associated tooling have increased 

considerably in complexity and number, 

contributing to a 3D model explosion. The 

simplest form of searching is by keyword 

in filenames, part numbers, or context 
attached to the CAD model. Product 

Lifecycle Management (PLM) systems 

allow part-name based searching of 3D 

models. However, this method is not 

robust primarily for the following reasons: 

 All models will not have a well-

defined attached 

design/manufacturing context. 

 Keywords such as project names 

or part names may be unknown to 

the user. 

 The context may be too narrow or 

too broad to retrieve relevant 

models. 

 The context changes with time, 

such as when designers or naming 

conventions change. 

A significant amount of knowledge 

generated during the design and 

manufacturing phases are associated with 

the 3D model because of the growing 

interdependence of PLM, MRP and CAD 

systems. Most of this knowledge is 
geometry-related (manufacturing process 

details) or even geometry-dependent 

(analysis results). Therefore, a search 

system which is capable of retrieving 

similar 3D models based on their shape 

will also retrieve related knowledge that 

cannot be discovered by other means. 
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Figure 1 - left: An overview of a statistical modeling approach to object detection, 

identification, and tracking, with a focus on shape analysis. right: A cartoon diagram of a 

shooting method to geodesics in shape space. 
 

A significant amount of work has 

been done in the past two decades on text-

based document retrieval. The Google 

search engine has become a de facto 

standard as a text-based search engine. 

More recently content-based retrieval 
systems have been developed for images, 

audio, and video. Content-based retrieval 

systems retrieve objects based on the 

integral similarity of objects. Retrieval by 

integral similarity totally differentiates 

content-based systems from typical search 

systems, which retrieve objects by some 

specific attributes of the objects. 

Significant work has been done in the 2D 

shape matching domain applied to image 

databases (for example, QBIC [13] and 

Virage [14]). Some commonly used 
methods of 2D shape matching are through 

the use of moments [15], Fourier 

coefficients [16], curvature scale space 

[17], shape contexts [18], and skeletons 

[19]. Any method employed for shape 

matching and analysis reduces a shape into 

a simpler shape representation. A 

description may specify a shape only 

roughly or in fine detail. Shape 

representation methods result in a non-

numeric representation of the original 
shape (e.g. a graph) so that the important 

characteristics of the shape are preserved. 

The word important in the above sentence 

typically has different meanings for 

different applications. Shape description 

refersto the methods that result in a 

numeric descriptor of the shape and is a 

step subsequent to shape representation. A 

shape description method generates a 

shape descriptor vector (also called a 

feature vector) from a given shape. The 
goal of description is to uniquely 

characterize the shape using its shape 

descriptor vector. The term representation 

is used to identify a formalism, or 

language, for encoding a general class of 

shapes. The term description is restricted 

to mean a specific expression in the 

formalism that identifies an instance of a 

particular shape, or class of shapes, in the 

representation. In other words, shape 

description is an instantiation of a shape 

representation.  
The following criteria have been 

commonly used by formulating or 

evaluating a shape representation: 

a) Scope. The shape representation 

must be able to describe all 

classes of shapes. For example, a 

shape representation designed to 

describe planar surfaces and 

junctions between perpendicular 

planes would only have cubical 

solids within its scope, but would 
be unable to describe spherical 

solids or solids with curved 

surfaces. 

b) Uniqueness. There should be a 

one-to-one mapping between 
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shapes and descriptions of shape 

within a representation. This is 

particularly important because at 

some point during searching, the 

difficult problem of deciding 

whether two shape descriptors 

represent the same shape would 
arise. 

c) Stability. For a particular shape 

representation, the shape 

descriptor must be stable to small 

changes in shape. In other words, 

small changes in shape must 

produce small changes in the 

description. 

d) Sensitivity. The shape 

representation must be capable of 

capturing even subtle details of 

the shape. This is a contradictory 
condition to the stability criterion 

above. These opposing conditions 

can only be satisfied if it is 

possible to de-couple the stable 

information that captures the 

more general and less varying 

properties of a shape from 

information that is sensitive to the 

finer distinctions between shapes. 

e) Efficiency. It must be possible to 

efficiently compute and compare 
descriptors within a shape 

representation from input data. In 

the context of shape searching, it 

may either be comparison of 

feature vectors or comparison of 

other data structures. 

f) Multi-scale support. The 

representation must describe 

shape at multiple scales as a 

hierarchical structure. Details are 

suppressed until they are 
required. Further, hierarchical 

structures are also efficient in 

terms of storage and are rich in 

information. The representation 

should define a natural semantic 

segmentation and coarse to fine 

levels of detail. As an example, a 

pinhole in a metal casting is not 

significant when the task is part 

identification. But it is significant 

in identifying defects in parts. 

 Local support. The representation 

must be information preserving 

and, if required, should be able to 

be computed locally. Local means 
the scale at which the 

representation is computed. This 

may be essential for detailed 

inspection. 

 

 
Figure 2 - The New York Attraction Hotel 

as computed shape 
 

 

3. A FRAMEWORK FOR PLANAR 

SHAPE ANALYSIS 
 

In a generative approach, designers 

are no longer manipulating a static 

representation of a design directly, but 

rather are manipulating, via rules or 

systems, the dynamic process that 

generates the representation. In return, 

unexpected design solutions can be 

generated that fall outside of a designer‟s 

expectations. This was illustrated by [10] 
who generated a range of unexpected 

designs via the application of a simple 

shape rule that manipulates equilateral 

triangles. Similarly, [15, 17] note that 

designers often utilise successful design 

decisions from the past in future projects, 

and that generative methods provide an 

explicit means of encoding these decisions 

in terms of design spaces that record 

alternatives that were rejected. For 

example, the SEED (Software 
Environment to Support Early Phases in 
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Building Design) project is concerned with 

developing a software environment that 

supports the rapid generation of design 

representations. Unlike traditional CAD 

programs SEED provides conceptual 

design alternatives and variations for 

evaluation, and provides systematic 
support for the storing and retrieval of past 

solutions and their adaptation to similar 

problems. In general, generative systems 

of design are based on the combinatorial 

models of design discussed in the previous 

section and while a certain amount of 

success has been achieved in generating 

restricted classes of design, such as very 

large scale integrated (VLSI) circuit 

designs, the extension of this success to 

more general classes of design has proven 

to be a difficult problem. VLSI design 
lends itself to generative methods because 

the design of a VLSI circuit can be 

considered a modular process. A VLSI 

design is composed of individual device 

elements that are connected according to 

specified design rules that impose limits on 

their geometry. The device elements are 

designed at a component level, where they 

are verified to ensure they behave as 

required, and are stored in a device library. 

Each device element performs a single 
logical function and its behaviour 

essentially remains unchanged when itas 

back loading because information or 

control is passed in one direction only, and 

the design rules eliminate unwanted side 

effects such as crosstalk.  

As a result the design of a specific 

product at a system level can be built up 

bit-by-bit in building-block fashion, where 

elements are added as functions are 

required and the functional specification of 
the final product can be verified via 

consideration of the function of the 

components. This modular approach to 

design is well suited to combinatorial 

models which have been successfully 

applied to automate the generation of 

VLSI designs. The effectiveness of 

synthesis methods in VLSI design has 

inspired the application of similar 

approaches in mechanical design. 

According to Whitney these approaches 

will not be successful since mechanical 

design is inherently different from VLSI 

design. Components of a mechanical 

design are usually multi-functional and 
designers often rely on this multi-

functional nature in order to obtain 

efficient designs, for example rotating 

elements transmit shear loads whilst also 

storing rotational energy. However, multi-

functional behaviour can induce side 

effects, such as fatigue, that can have 

unwanted consequences with regards to 

other components of the system. These 

side effects can result in components 

behaving differently in a system to how 

they behave in isolation. As a result, 
components cannot be designed 

independently of each other or indeed 

independently of the system, and reuse of 

components in different systems is 

complicated. Thus a modular approach to 

mechanical design is inappropriate, and 

combinatorial models of design are 

insufficient for mechanical design 

compilation. 

In [15, 16] authors developed a feature 

recognitionbased technique to identify 
similarities between parts. The part domain 

is limited to parts having planar and 

cylindrical surfaces. A maximal cell 

convex decomposition method is proposed 

as an approximation to a unique 

decomposition. Once the decomposition is 

obtained, the cells are mapped to an 

editable library of machining features 

following a series of rules, possibly with 

user interaction. Next, part characteristics 

that capture the spatial and dimensional 
relationships among features are derived. 

Seven characteristics are defined: feature 

existence, feature count, feature direction, 

feature size, directional distribution, size 

distribution, and relative orientation. 

Feature existence determines the existence 

of particular features on a part, which in 

turn determines the variety of operations 
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for machining the part. Feature count is a 

measure of the number of instances of a 

feature on the part. Feature direction is a 

measure of the number of machining 

setups required for the part. Feature size 

reflects the number of tools required to 

machine each feature type on the part. 
Directional distribution is relevant to the 

number of operations that can be 

performed in the same setup. Size 

distribution is relevant to the number of 

operations performed by the same tool. 

Relative orientation is a measure of the 

number of setups in general. The similarity 

measure between two parts is the 

summation of similarity with respect to 

each characteristic. In [18] it is used a 

graph-based approach to assess the 

similarity of solid models. The approach 

starts with mapping the solid model to a 

set of STEP AP 224 machining features. 

Feature extraction is carried out using the 
FBMach System developed by 

AlliedSignal. Then a model dependency 

graph (MDG) for the set of features is 

constructed. The MDG is a representation 

of the design features and 

interdependencies of those design features 

of a CAD model.  

 

 
Figure 3 - Spherical Harmonics-based representation of a 3D model 

 

It is a directed acyclic graph where the 

nodes represent design features, and the 

edges between nodes represent spatial 

dependency between features. The 

direction of the edges represents the order 

in which the design features were applied 
during the design phase. However, the 

similarity between two models is assessed 

by computing the size of the largest 

common subgraph (LCS) of the 

corresponding undirected model 

dependency graphs (UMDG). Since the 

LCS problem is NP-complete, a heuristic 

method was developed to compute the 

LCS. A variant of iterative improvement 

search (hill-climbing/gradient descent) was 

used. Additionally, domain knowledge 

(holes map to holes, etc.) and auxiliary 

constraints (vertex degree, size, and 

location) were used to refine and narrow 

down the search space. However, a major 

limitation is that the MDG for a model is 

not unique because features can be 

constructed in different ways and orders. 
The approach developed uses a graph-

based approach to similarity assessment. A 

design signature is a graph structure where 

nodes represent various attributes of the 

design, and edges represent various 

relationships between attributes. The 

attributes may be different depending on 

the problem at hand. The concepts of 

equivalence hierarchy and classification 

trees are introduced. An equivalence 

relationship between two designs is the 

similarity between two designs with 
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respect to an attribute. An equivalence 

hierarchy is a set of equivalence relations 

that make progressively more detailed 

distinctions between designs. A 

classification tree uses the equivalence 

hierarchy to construct a tree structure 

where the similarity between two designs 
is the depth of their deepest common 

ancestor. As an example, a prototype 

system for classifying machined parts is 

discussed. As a result it is desirable to 

avoid this ambiguity by providing a 

consistent representation of shapes that 

describes all visually similar shapes in a 

unique, canonical way. This is achieved by 

representing a shape according to its 

maximal spatial elements. Two spatial 

elements can be merged to form a single 

spatial element if they are co-equal and 
they overlap or share a boundary. For 

example, two co-linear lines that overlap 

or share an end point can be merged to 

form a single line, or two co-planar planes 

that overlap or share a boundary can be 

merged to form a single plane. Otherwise, 

the spatial elements are said to be maximal 

with respect to each other. The 

representation of a shape in which all 

spatial elements are respectively maximal, 

called the maximal representation, 
provides a unique, canonical 

representation of the shape. Conversely, all 

the lines that compose the first 

representation are maximal with respect to 

each other and as a result, this is the 

maximal representation, and it provides a 

unique canonical representation of the 

shape. Arrangements of spatial elements 

embedded in a shape are said to be 

subshapes of the shape and, since there is 

no restriction on how a shape can be 
decomposed into spatial elements there is 

similarly no restriction on how a shape can 

be decomposed into subshapes. As a result, 

in a shape grammar formalism, shapes are 

not represented by components enforced 

by the system. A shape is said to be a 

subshape of a second shape if all of the 

maximal elements of the first can be 

embedded in the maximal elements of the 

second. 

 

 
Figure 4 - Multiple 2D views of a 3D 

model are extracted and the 

corresponding aspect graphs are used to 

match 3D objects 
 

 

4. FUTURE TRENDS 

 
Some important issues that need to be 

addressed are: 

a) Applications for 3D shape search. 

3D shape search lends itself to a 

variety of real-world engineering 

applications. For example, 

diverse applications have been 

proposed in literature such as 

clustering similar 3D models, 

range queries, nearest neighbor 

queries and automated model 

classification. Current research 

does not consider domain 
knowledge in engineering in 

application development. Domain 

knowledge coupled with shape-

based techniques will be 

imperative for widespread use of 

3D shape search systems. 

Additionally, to make it easier for 

industries to implement such 

systems, tight integration with 

CAD/CAM/PLM systems will be 

necessary. 
b) Application-driven benchmark 

databases. Three-dimensional 

shape searching is being applied 

in diverse areas such as 

mechanical engineering, bio-
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informatics, medical imaging, and 

computer vision. Applications in 

these areas are driven by different 

requirements and constraints. A 

critical need for evaluating 

various search techniques is the 

development of benchmark 
databases for various application 

domains. Two such benchmark 

databases are the Princeton Shape 

Benchmark 

(http://shape.cs.princeton.edu/ben

chmark/) and the National Design 

Repository 

(http://www.designrepository.org)

, both of which have datasets for 

download. For applicability of 

shape search techniques to 

engineering databases, 
comparative studies need to be 

performed using standard datasets 

consisting of real-world 

engineered components. Since 

users of 3D shape search systems 

are likely to be from different 

engineering departments, 

standard datasets must reflect the 

perception of different users. For 

example, while a designer might 

think that two components are 
similar, a manufacturing engineer 

might suggest two totally 

different manufacturing processes 

for them. 

c) Improving search effectiveness. 

Relevance feedback techniques 

reduce the semantic gap between 

the user‟s notion of similarity and 

the system notion of similarity 

and improve search effectiveness. 

Similarity is a subjective measure 
and differs from user to user. The 

shape representation and 

corresponding similarity measure 

should be customizable. This can 

be accomplished using 

hierarchical or multi-step search 

strategies. Effectiveness can also 

be enhanced by developing 

interfaces that help the user 

compose queries that accurately 

represent the user‟s intent or by 

developing active learning 

strategies for automatic 

annotation. Currently, a large gap 

exists between engineering and 
research in the psychological 

sciences. Studies done by 

cognitive psychologists will be 

useful in understanding user 

intent thereby improving search 

effectiveness.  

d) Better shape representations. 

Shape representations should be 

designed keeping in mind the 

human perception of 

shape/similarity. Interdisciplinary 

research with cognitive sciences 
will help yield better shape 

representations. 

e) Increasing efficiency. System 

efficiency can be increased by 

using parallel or distributed 

computing methods for computer 

intensive tasks. Depending on the 

application, it may be more 

desirable to obtain a quick, 

informationpreserving shape 
representation than a time-

consuming, exact shape 

representation. However, it is also 

undesirable to obtain an 

oversimplified shape 

representation. Database 

efficiency can be increased by the 

use of appropriate indexing 

methods. 
 

 

5. CONCLUSION 
 

Initial definitions of shape grammars 

were for shapes composed of rectilinear 

spatial elements such as points, lines and 

planes. Accordingly, although they have 

been successfully applied in architecture 

where rectilinear shapes are common, 

applications in design fields where 
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freeform shapes are prevalent, such as 

industrial design, have been limited. 

However, the formal properties of curved 

shapes were not discussed and since the 

results presented do not take full advantage 

of the shape grammar formalism their 

general applicability is uncertain. Shape 
computations utilise rules in order to 

recognise and manipulate subshapes of a 

shape according to formal algebras. Within 

these algebras shapes are not represented 

symbolically as is common in geometric 

design, for example in CAD systems, but 

instead are represented according to 

subshapes and spatial elements. As a 

result, the components of a shape are not 

fixed but are free to be reinterpreted, and 

shape manipulations within these algebras 

reflect the fluid interactions of designers 
with pictorial representations of designs, 

such as sketches. The initial definitions of 

these algebras are for shapes composed of 

rectilinear spatial elements such as points, 

lines or planes, arranged in Euclidean 

spaces of different dimensions. These 

extended algebras are distinguished from 

each other according to the embedding 

properties of spatial elements and spaces, 

which are defined according to their type. 

Accordingly, spatial elements of different 
types are in different algebras and do not 

interact with each other during shape 

computations. The algebras formalise the 

shapes, shape operation, and 

transformations within a computation and 

provide a theoretical framework for the 

work described in this thesis that is 

consistent with the shape grammar 

formalism. The algorithms define 

operations for shapes composed of 

parametric freeform curves, where shapes 
are compared according to their 

embedding properties via consideration of 

the intrinsic properties of composite spatial 

elements. Such curves are commonly 

utilised in geometric design and are 

represented by parametric functions that 

are specified according to a finite set of 

control points. This representation of 

curves reflects the theoretical 

representation of shapes afforded by shape 

algebras since a designer need not be 

concerned with the symbolic properties of 

a curve but instead can intuitively 

manipulate its form via the control points. 

The implementations were utilised in order 
to explore theoretical and practical 

consequences of the formal representation 

of freeform shapes afforded by shape 

algebras. This is due to the varying 

intrinsic properties of freeform curves, and 

implies that the applicability of shape 

grammars to freeform shapes in general is 

limited when compared to rectilinear 

shapes. Similarly, it was found that a 

single representation of a freeform curve 

does not necessarily equate to a single type 

of freeform curve, and that the number of 
types defined by a representation is 

dependent on the transformations under 

which an algebra is said to be closed.  

However, it was also found that the 

formal representations of shapes within 

algebras can also contradict the visual 

perceptions of designers. It was found that 

shapes that are perceptually similar need 

not be composed of spatial elements of the 

same type. Accordingly such shapes are 

defined in different algebras and cannot be 
formally identified with each other. This is 

contrary to the intentions of the shape 

grammar formalism which aims to reflect 

the perceptual flexibility of designers. 

Indeed, it was suggested that the formal 

definition of freeform shapes afforded by 

shape algebras need to be reconsidered 

such that they more accurately reflect the 

visual intentions of practicing designers. It 

was shown that shape grammars can 

formalise the manipulations of designers 
with their pictorial representations not only 

by capturing the style of a particular 

corpus of designs, as ismost common with 

shape grammar applications, but also by 

capturing the influences that facilitate 

exploration of a design space. Such 

influences can cause a designer to 

reinterpret the components of a pictorial 
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representation, and the representation of 

shapes afforded by algebras enables a 

formal interpretation of this process. 
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